
By Jane Morgan
Co-Editor, Municipal Interface

Digging out after a snowstorm is becoming a
piece of cake for the City of Vaughan, located
just north of Toronto, thanks to an innovative

solution introduced for the first time this winter. 
Vaughan is using a GPS (global positioning system)

to track the location of its snowploughs and connect
its fleet-management system to the Internet. Not only
this, but Vaughan is the first city in North America to
set up a public, user-friendly Web site displaying this
information on a digital map. 

Now, residents can click on this map at
www.snow.city.vaughan.on.ca, enabling them to see
the current location of the ploughs and salters, and
determine when their streets might be cleared.

This strategy is proving successful in getting roads
cleared on time, giving residents value-added service,
and saving money too. It is also providing the complete
and accurate information that municipalities need to
make decisions, manage risks, and respond to envi-
ronmental concerns.

It all started two winters ago, in 2000-2001, when
the City was faced with the triple whammy of a small
supervisory staff, a large geographical area and an
extraordinarily long and harsh winter. 

“We offer multiple services – road ploughing and
salting, sidewalk ploughing and salting, and windrow
clearing – that’s the pile of snow at the end of your
driveway after the plough goes by,” explains Director
of Public Works Brian Anthony. “It was a large chunk
to manage, especially for four people who were
responsible for overseeing both the City’s vehicles as
well as those 80 units provided by outside contractors.  

“Not only this, but Vaughan is a large municipality

covering five communities – Kleinburg, Maple,
Woodbridge, Concord and Thornhill – so we were
fielding a lot of telephone queries from a lot of people,
which was time-consuming, too.

“We decided that we needed a way to track the
location of the equipment more efficiently, and that’s
when we came up with the idea of using a GPS system
to help us do it.” 

Working with local technology firm Grey Island
Systems Inc., Vaughan has equipped its vehicles with
radio receivers enabling each vehicle to be tracked.
Once vehicle co-ordinates are gathered, the Interfleet
software designed by Grey Island Systems plots the
location of each plough or salter on a digital map.

According to Brian Boychuk, co-founder of Grey
Island Systems, this system has two key advantages for
municipalities. First, it provides complete and accurate
data useful in decision making. Data is captured auto-
matically and, by using an Internet browser, managers
can immediately download each “fix”– the longitude,
latitude, speed and direction of each vehicle. This
data can then be analyzed and used in developing 
(Continued on page 4)
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By now, many of you will have finally obtained
budget approval and are looking forward to
implementing some exciting IT projects. You

have worked closely with senior management and line
managers to sell technology’s benefits and advocate
for increased IT spending. Some technology detractors
would call this spinning a tale.

While this column is not the place to recite the
benefits of investment in technology, it is a good forum
for revisiting the technology counter spin, which can
come from surprising quarters. If for no other reason, it’s
worthwhile to understand Council members’ concerns
about the increasing reliance on technology as well as
its visibility, so you can be prepared. As you read this
next example (in italics), think about how you would
respond. (From hard-won personal experience, I’d
wager that your response might not come easily!)

When does our organization reap the savings that
our technology investment promises? So far, it hasn’t
resulted in savings; it has increased our costs. 

For many organizations, investments have not
brought a tangible ROI yet, which is frustrating since
provincial off-loading continues, partly on the assump-
tion that municipalities will find cost savings through
the application of technology. For recently amalgamated
municipalities, the pain of increased technology
investment has not brought with it the gain of visible
improvements in productivity. 

A legitimate reply has been that, while citizens 
are no longer expecting drastic cuts in service, they 
are expecting improvements in service delivery that
technology can provide. In many cases, technology
helps with future cost avoidance as well. For electronic
service delivery projects, it is useful if you place a value
on your constituents’ time as part of an ROI analysis. 

I’ll continue this topic in our next issue.

jdehoop@city.kingston.on.ca n
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MISA ONTARIO ANNUAL CONFERENCE
WILL BE A MULTI-GOVERNMENT EVENT

GPS SYSTEM CUTS COSTS, PLEASES VAUGHAN RESIDENTS

Delegates to this year’s MISA Ontario annual con-
ference will gain new insights into security and
other issues of national concern when they

assemble in London from June 9 through 12.
Keynote presenters will include the chief information

officers of two provinces as well as security expert Eldon
Amoroso, senior director of the Information Technology
Branch of the London Police Service and chair of the
Ontario Association of Chiefs of Police Information
and Technology Committee.

Lori MacMullen, co-chair of the Public Sector CIO
Council and CIO of New Brunswick, will be a keynote
speaker, along with Greg Georgeff, CIO of Ontario,
and Owen Sagness, who is leading Microsoft Canada’s
telecommunications strategy.

The theme of this year’s conference is “Electronic
Service Delivery.” Sessions and workshops will explore
technologies that affect service delivery in municipal
environments today and in the future.

The conference will be held at the Best Western –
Lamplighter Inn, which Conference Chair Karl Drysdale
calls “unequivocally the most elegant conference centre
in southwestern Ontario.”

For updates, click on “News and Events” on MISA
Ontario’s Web site, www.misa.on.ca. Alternatively, call
up www.city.london.on.ca/2002MISAconference.

Social events will include a golf tournament on
Sunday, June 9, and a casino night on Monday.

To register, please use the fax form on page 5 or 
the online forms on the Web sites. n

(Continued from page 1)
new strategies and better solutions, and in achieving
more cost efficiencies. 

Second, this information is also useful from a risk
management perspective.  

“Because you have a picture of what’s going on
right now,” explains Boychuk, “you have the all the
documentation you need to respond to claims.” 

Two Web sites are now in place. One is a manage-
ment site with special features enabling it to track the
fleet from a central location, and the second is the
public Web site posted with the latest information to
keep residents up to date.  

“As a customer service, we want to provide our
residents with good value for their money,” Anthony
says, “and we’ve already seen a reduction in the number
of phone calls.” 

The public site’s maps are rudimentary, but Vaughan
plans to add more features in future to provide even
more accurate information, which will help with such
activities as spot ploughing, for example. Currently, each
vehicle on the public site is represented by a blue dot
with an arrow inside, which drops smaller red dots as
the roads are cleared and salted.  

The system is proving effective in saving costs. 

“We pay for the majority of contracted equipment
at an hourly rate, so we can log how many vehicles
are out working and get an exact reading at any one
time,” says Anthony.  “This also creates a permanent
record that can be used in the future.” 

Although Vaughan is a fast-growing community,
the City has been able to provide an increased level of
supervision without an increase in existing staff levels. 

It is expected that the system will eventually pay
for itself. The initial capital cost was $130,000, and
annual operating costs are projected to run between
$30,000 and $45,000, depending on the severity of
the winter.

There are environmental advantages, too. Because
the salt-spreading computers are hooked into the GPS
system, the City can determine how much salt is being
used and move to correct any over-salting.

Feedback from residents has been excellent. 
“Residents no longer have to guess when their

street will be ploughed and whether they should start
shoveling to make sure they get to work on time,” says
Anthony.  “They know we’re out there and can see the
road conditions.”

Vaughan is also looking at using GPS on other
vehicles such as waste and recycling collection trucks,
and street-sweeping units. n
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By Lawrence Moule
Co-Editor, Municipal Interface

Where are the resources to come from? Who
will do all the work? Those are questions
that confront municipal IT departments 

trying to implement e-democracy initiatives. 
There is so much information to be gathered and

disseminated. There are so many interactions to be
managed. How can we do it?

The City of Greater Sudbury has found an answer
that has made it one of Ontario's leading municipali-
ties in delivering governance-related services to citi-
zens online. Its success stems partly from its service
delivery strategy and partly from the development of
content-management programs that have transformed
its delivery methods. 

Through the City’s Web site, www.city.greatersud-
bury.on.ca, citizens of Greater Sudbury have online
access to the workings of their municipal government.
They can view the agendas and minutes of meetings 
of Council and the
Planning Committee.
They can contact
councilors online
and send comments
on City services by e-mail.

Director of Information Technology Bruno Mangiardi
says that e-democracy technologies are a natural fit for
his city. With a population of 165,000, Greater Sudbury
is one of Canada's largest communities by land mass.
At-home Internet usage is high, and there are public
access terminals in all the library branches, comple-
mented by Citizen Service Centres throughout the
municipality. Greater Sudbury also has one of Canada's
most sophisticated fibre-optic networks.

Nevertheless, when the City set out to design and
deliver e-democracy services about two years ago –
one of the first Canadian municipalities to do so – the
effort got off to a slow start. 

“We did it the wrong way,” Mangiardi says. “We
said that online content from all the City's 40 or 50
departments had to be funneled through a single person

for posting. That's a long process, and it created a
bottleneck.” 

In 2001, the City redeveloped its Web site and
instituted a different strategy. With clear guidelines and
appropriate training, it gave all departments direct
responsibility to create and post their own Web content,
with checks and balances in place to ensure accuracy.
Each department has designated a staff member trained
to keep its section of the site up to date. In the Clerk's
Department, for example, the staff member who types the
minutes of Council meetings pastes them into the Web
site in addition to transmitting them to the print shop.

“It was time consuming at first to implement this
decentralized approach,” Mangiardi explains, “but since
it has been up and running there has been less internal
demand on the resources of the IT and Communications
departments than there used to be, and we are providing
a better service to the public.”

To accomplish this, the IT department wrote its own
content-management program. The program enables
non-technicians to complete their own Web pages, fill

them with content,
and send them 
to a manager for
approval and 
posting.

Web Administrator Ron St. Onge wrote the program
using the ColdFusion programming language from
Macromedia. The City's lead designer in Corporate
Communications, Matt Livingstone, designed the
framework and navigation for the site. This ensured
consistency on the site by stipulating fonts, type sizes
and colours. Users can specify a date when the con-
tent will appear on the site, and another date when it
will disappear. 

“It's a huge advantage,” St. Onge says. “Everyone
within the Corporation has the ability to create infor-
mation for the Web. Each department decides its own
priorities. This way the IT department does not have to
juggle priorities for the entire City. Without this distrib-
uted capability, and considering the limited staffing
resources of the IT Department for Web development,
it would probably take us an incredibly long time to
get Web pages out for the public to view.”

MUNICIPAL Interface MARCH 2002

GREATER SUDBURY FINDS ANSWER
TO UPDATING ONLINE CONTENT

www.city.greatersudbury.on.ca
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A related program, also written by St. Onge and
external consultants using ColdFusion, has transformed
how the Planning Committee of Council works. 

Council, the development community and the public
at large now have online access at any time to up-to-
date Planning Department information needed for
decision making, as well as online applications and
processes.

The Planning Committee meets on the second and
fourth Tuesday of every month. The previous Friday,
the agenda for each meeting is posted online. Viewers
can find it by clicking on the Planning Committee button
on the home page of the Greater Sudbury site. 

“Individuals in the Planning Department don't have
to contact us at all to build their agenda,” St. Onge says. 

Instead, they compile letters and documents dealing
with a particular matter to come before the Committee,
convert the documents if necessary to electronic formats,
and send them to a staff member, who uploads them
to the Web server. They go into a folder labeled with
that agenda item. Sometimes the folder also contains
photographs of the piece of land in question. Anyone
can see the contents of the folder before, during and
after the Planning Committee meeting. 

When Council members attend the planning meet-
ing, they bring their laptops. A wireless network con-
nects them to the Internet so they can consult docu-
ments in connection with any matter being discussed
without having to be sent them on paper. Everyone at
the meeting, including members of the public, can
also view the Web documents on a large screen as the
matter is being discussed.

Mangiardi says: “This system saves a lot of phone
calls to the Clerk's Department and the Planning
Department. We get a lot of good comments, and our
business community is very happy with it.”

Future service expansions may include online par-
ticipation in planning application reviews, as well as
the online processing of development applications.
The City commissioned an evaluation of the Planning
Online service to assess its costs against benefits.
Consulting firm KPMG LLP found that the service will
have a payback of less than two years and that it has
achieved its principal objective of making it easier for
residents to participate in the planning process.

Planning Online has been in use for a couple of
years now and won an Ontario Public Service Award
in October 2000. The service appears side by side on
the Greater Sudbury Web site with another button that

presents agendas and minutes for meetings of Council.
In both cases, the minutes of meetings are uploaded
within a few days after the event. In the case of Council,
however, the service up until now has not included
the content-loading capabilities of Planning Online.

Now, St. Onge is amalgamating the two services.
He has created a new content-management program
using ColdFusion that will add significantly to the
capabilities of both services. By mid-March, not only
the Planning Department but all of the City's departments
will be able to upload documents and illustrations
directly to the Web site as agenda items for Council
and Planning meetings. The Clerk's Department will
examine all of the items before each meeting and
establish agenda priorities.

St. Onge says that other municipalities have exam-
ined the Greater Sudbury programs, and the IT 
department is pleased to share information about them.
There are two other in-house programs that the depart-
ment likes to talk about, too. These are not e-democracy
programs, but two out of the several public services
that have made the Web site popular with Greater
Sudbury's citizens and businesses.

One service called Tenders Online is administered
by the Purchasing Department. A staff member posts to
the Web site a description of every purchasing tender
advertised by the City. Anyone wishing to bid on the
contract can see all relevant information on the site,
rather than having to pick up the package at City Hall.
Viewers can click a button to have the forms sent to
them by e-mail.

When the bids are opened at a public meeting, the
minutes of that meeting are immediately posted on the
Web site, along with the Purchasing Department's rec-
ommendation for awarding the contract and its reasons.
The recommendation is ultimately approved by Council,
and that notification is posted, too. Anyone can see
the record of the entire process on the site.

“Tenders Online has been so successful that we
have changed our bylaw so that tenders and RFPs 
valued at up to $100,000 will only get posted on our
Web site,” St. Onge says. 

The second widely used service is called Smartpay.
Citizens wishing to pay parking tickets can enter the
ticket numbers online, together with their licence plate
and VISA numbers, and pay the tickets instantly. 

“Right now about 20 per cent of our payments
come in this way, and I think it will be much higher
over the next year,” Mangiardi says. ■
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By Bob Diakow
Director, Information Systems
Regional Municipality of Niagara

As municipal amalgamations swept Ontario in
1998/99, the Region of Niagara was challenged
with developing a “made-in-Niagara” solution

to the issue of governance. Niagara was on the so-
called “B” list for amalgamations – not activated so far
– and took steps that ultimately positioned the Region
well for the coming era of e-democracy.

Niagara formed a Joint Committee on Governance,
engaged the Berkeley Consulting Group for research
and development of options, conferred with the public
through community meetings, and began to use tech-
nology to advance citizen participation and democracy
through development of a special portion of our Web
site, www.governiagara.com.

Launched in 1999, the site was created by external
resources of about $12,000 and subsequently main-
tained by Regional staff. The site’s objectives were to
create two-way communication, inform and educate
the public by providing 24-hour access to information,
test and gauge public opinion through online polls,
and establish a model for effective communications
and public consultation.

All pertinent background material was made avail-
able to citizens in the form of a “reading room” covering
such topics as the current governance structure, the
division of responsibilities between the region and
area municipalities, history, financial data, and provincial
objectives and criteria. 

As the Joint Committee and the consultants prepared
interim reports and recommendations, these were also
posted. The process and current status were updated
regularly. Discussion forums were established for citi-
zens to comment and interact directly on any of these
areas. When necessary, a staff moderator was used to
remove unsuitable material, avoid domination of the
discussion by a small group or individual, and attempt
to keep the discussion focused and moving forward.

Citizens were also able to vote online on the various
governance options as they were developed.

To be able to vote or participate in the discussions,
citizens were asked to register and agree to appropriate
use guidelines. As part of this process, they were asked
to supply a valid e-mail address, and the system then
generated an e-mail to these addresses containing a
link back to the site. Next, citizens had to activate the
link to complete the validation and registration process.
Although not extremely sophisticated, this procedure
achieved its purpose in promoting dialogue and gauging
public opinion.

The e-democracy site achieved most of its objectives.
In particular, it helped to remove some geographical
barriers, created a 24-hour accessible forum, and
showed that at least some of the public was technologi-
cally ready, capable and willing to participate. 

It also helped to generate public awareness and
interest, created an apolitical environment conducive
to open discourse and the exchange of ideas, and pro-
moted public/private dialogue even after the province’s
decision to suspend governance pressures. In reviewing
usage statistics, it was evident that citizens visited the
site in large numbers to obtain information, but they
were more reluctant to vote online. 

Although this site is now dormant due to low priority
on governance issues – but still accessible – we have
applied this experience to develop a similar model and
Web site, www.transportationiagara.com. 

This site will be used in the development of Niagara’s
comprehensive transportation strategy and permit
Regional Council to engage in an extensive public out-
reach program. It will ensure that this complex set of
issues and objectives will be addressed by talking to
those who will be affected the most. 

This is front-ended through a newly developed 
citizen portal, www.citizeniagara.com, which will
engage the residents of Niagara in important debates,
discussions and decisions. 

According to Regional Chair Debbie Zimmerman:
“E-democracy is the wave of the future. The Internet 
is reshaping the way citizens participate in their 
government.” ■
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MOVES E-DEMOCRACY FORWARD
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By Michael Franey
Acting Director, Computer Operations and
Telecommunications, City of Toronto.

This article is based on a presentation in Toronto to the
CIO Summit in November, 2001.

The City of Toronto has positioned itself to fully
embrace electronic service delivery as a way of
life – to make every kind of service available to

citizens electronically, including e-democracy services.
We are not there yet, of course. Our Electronic

Service Delivery initiative, launched in mid-2000, has
been delayed for various reasons, and we still have
some roadblocks to clear. But we’re ready when the
time comes. That is because we have installed technology
that will enable person-to-person communication
between the City and its citizens via the Internet.

Toronto has become the first city in Canada to
implement a full-service e-directory that integrates all
of our databases. We have the capability to authenticate
all municipal employees and any citizen with whom
we wish to interact.

In my opinion, combined with identity, this is a
fundamental piece of architecture. It is essential to
enable any municipality to effectively implement 
e-democracy and other types of interactive electronic
services. I’d like to explain what this technology is and
what it will do for our City.

Toronto’s needs
The Information & Technology group within the City of
Toronto Corporate Services Department needs to have
the capability to provide services to about 2.5 million
people. Within the City itself, we have roughly 45,000
civil servants of all kinds, in 2,000 offices. 

Before 1998, these people were employed by 
six municipalities and one regional government. The
municipalities became one effective January 1, 1998 
in the first provincially mandated amalgamation. Other
municipalities have since learned the lessons of our
experience, both good and bad. 

Today’s City of Toronto has 40 different lines of
business. All of those business lines and supporting
systems had to be integrated with those of the old

municipalities. Through the amalgamation process, we
consolidated seven data centres into one. Also, each of
the former municipalities had a different set of tech-
nological standards – or a lack of them. Each had
some sort of networked technology and directory
service for authentication of online users. 

We needed an industrial-strength solution to make
effective electronic communication possible in the
new City and to build secure relationships with our
customers and business partners. We also needed to
build an infrastructure that was ready for the business
units even before they could identify their needs.

A phased approach
The City embarked on a phased approach. Phase 1
was to connect internal systems and people. Between
the beginning of 1998 and the end of 2000, we con-
ducted an infrastructure and architecture review with
respect to e-services. We needed to find out what we
had and what we needed to achieve our objective.

In parallel, we were looking at business opportunities.
We contracted IBM Global Services to recommend
where we could implement e-service processes. We
found that there are at least 15 business opportunities
that we have the capability to deliver. 

We also redesigned our Web site with the help of
IBM Creative Services. This redesign, together with
hardware, software and security upgrades, was com-
pleted about a year ago. 

Meanwhile we continued our focus in phase 1 on
internal connectivity. Our infrastructure and architecture
review discovered that the City has about 500 distinct
information systems. Each has its own database and its
own user identification protocols and passwords. We
need to integrate those systems and find a way to
manage and control universal access through an 
electronic directory. We also sought integration with
our SAP financial and human resources system to
facilitate new hires and terminations through the
human-resources process.

A full-services solution
In developing our request for proposal for an enter-
prise-wide directory, we determined what our critical
needs were. The City was looking for technology that

TORONTO PLANS ITS E-FUTURE
CITY IMPLEMENTS ELECTRONIC DIRECTORY AS A FOUNDATION



For more information on Bell Canada’s eCommunity Portal
or other eGovernment solutions,  please call:  Tom Willis at
(519) 663-6147 or at tom.willis@bell.ca

Imagine a portal environment where everyone
contributes, content is targeted to each user,
information sources are easily integrated and
best of all…. your IS/IT managers go home
without headaches.

Introducing the Bell Canada
eCommunity Portal

Developed with the specific needs of
communities in mind.
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was scalable, flexible, reliable and secure. We needed
to inter-operate with multiple network operating plat-
forms and manage information stored on multiple
directories.

Directory systems are available from various suppliers
including Siemens, Netscape and Microsoft. We selected
Novell’s “one Net” solution, including its eDirectory
software, and implemented it in partnership with
Novell Consulting and IBM Global Services.

A directory is simply a giant file used to organize
other files into a hierarchical structure. We selected
Novell’s eDirectory because it is the only cross-platform
directory, using open standards, and can manage a 
billion objects. We believe that implementation of 
this directory, which was completed in September
2001, has paved the way for the City to deliver
unlimited e-services.

Achievements to date
What has the directory done for us? It has enabled us
to transfer information back and forth among our various
operating systems. It has given us control over, and
knowledge of, the degree of access that any municipal
employee has to corporate information. 

Some of our phase 1 results were:
• Cost savings through better management and 

integration of information;
• Single authentication for 15,000 technology users,

which saves time and administrative costs; and
• Reduced errors and network downtime, as well as

enhanced security and access to resources.
Now we are prepared to use the directory as the

foundation for phase 2 of our ESD strategy, which is 
to deliver customer-centric services to the public.

Today we have some e-services in place on our
Web site, but they are not interactive. They include
geographic information systems used for location of
services, road-monitoring video cameras, a water-
quality index for beaches and a DineSafe restaurant
inspection system. We have assisted and hosted a 
service called Findhelp Toronto that lists community
agencies and social services.

We are anxious to take the next step to interactivity.
Unfortunately phase 2 of our ESD was on hold through
much of 2001. Some key stakeholders were not in
place. The ESD team is in process of submitting a
number of proposed services for review by the City’s
Freedom of Information Office. Another missing 
element not yet in place is the banking interface. The
City’s contract with its existing financial institution is
about to expire and a new one will be tendered. This

process will cover all revenue-based transactions,
including parking tickets and licensing permits.

Future vision
Nevertheless, we have rededicated ourselves in recent
weeks to moving ahead vigorously to complete phase 2.
We expect to have several services in place enabling
citizens to transact business with the City by mid-2004.
And we intend to go much further than that, thanks to
the capabilities that the directory gives us.

Today, if you want to buy a dog licence, you have
to go to a City licensing office with two pieces of iden-
tification. In future, when you present information that
satisfies the identity requirement, you will receive a
password and a unique identifier number. You will
then be able to go home, log on to the City’s Web site,
and push the button for dog licences. The directory will
authenticate you and give you access not only to that
service, but many others, such as paying water bills,
renewing permits and registering for swimming lessons. 

The City will establish a personal service relationship
with you. When you purchase your dog licence, we
will be able to send you back an e-mail showing you
where in your neighborhood dogs can run free and
where they must be leashed.

More significantly, you will be able to take part in
citizenship activities online. We have had this vision
for at least five years. In the old Metropolitan Toronto,
we demonstrated e-democracy services at the Canadian
National Exhibition’s City of the Future Pavilion. People
could make deputations on issues by means of these
“virtual city halls.” 

Another pilot implemented was the creation of dis-
cussion groups and forums to permit people to express
concerns to politicians on issues of the day. Although
the experiment was successful in principal, it has not
been implemented because many of the comments
were frivolous or not constructive. Nevertheless, we
intend to make it possible for citizens to make repre-
sentations to municipal government decision-makers
online. The directory will make this practical by
authenticating citizens and directing their comments to
the right place. With the right vision, we are certain
now that online voting will become a reality.

Based on our experience to date, my advice to
municipalities is to get every customer, every system
and every employee, partner and supplier into an
online directory. It’s the key to e-service delivery.

Michael Franey can be reached at 
mfraney@city.toronto.on.ca. ■
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By Neeraj Seth
Bell Canada

As e-democracy continues to take root, it
becomes increasingly important that people
have online access to all their governments –

federal, provincial and municipal. 
The more information they have, the more people

will feel empowered to get involved, to share ideas,
and to participate in every level of government. At the
community level, it's crucial to provide an easy-to-use
and effective online presence, one that not only
enables e-democracy but encourages it. 

An electronic forum should enable individuals to
gain access to public leaders and services, express
their opinions, and interact freely with other citizens
on issues of importance to the community. It should
provide access not only to government services, but 
to the community as a whole, including businesses
and community and volunteer organizations. And to
encourage widespread e-democracy, the community
forum must be able to integrate easily with provincial
and federal systems.

Easier said than done?
While many communities have already created

their own Web sites, the results have often been less
than successful. Problems range from insufficient
resources to maintain the site to an inability to link with
existing databases – and everything in
between. 

What's more, many sites offer only
government information, missing the
opportunity to provide a more complete
window into their communities, a central
portal to online services, businesses and
community organizations. 

Creating and sustaining such a portal
presents a number of challenges.

Customized design
First, the portal should represent the 
individual community environment. 
The community's brand image should 
be incorporated in the online design to
ensure that it reflects the community’s

identity. Design, links, content guidelines and
approval processes should conform to the commu-
nity's designated business rules. 

For ease of use, the architecture must be designed
around the way users prefer to view information – a
logical heading structure by areas of interest, for example,
rather than by government department. 

Sustainability
The typical Web site requires a technically skilled
Webmaster to manage and maintain it. But the
requirements to design, update, sustain, and promote 
the site often add up to considerably more than a 
full-time job.

There is a way to make better use of the
Webmaster's skills.

If posting information to the site were simple and
straightforward, there would be no need for complex
technical expertise or time-consuming, complicated
workflow structures (see illustration below).

Distributed content management would address
three problems areas in content posting: time delays,
the requirement for a human process, and the relevancy
and accuracy of content.

This automated process would give every content
owner – someone who knows and understands the
material best – the right and the ability to post content.
Users would just log in direct from their desktops and
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use an easy, browser-based interface to post their infor-
mation on templates, including news articles and
event announcements.

The portal would automatically publish the content,
target it to specific users, and later remove it, accord-
ing to business rules established by the community:
format guidelines, approval process and duration of
posting. 

Instead of acting as content gatekeepers, Webmasters
could concentrate their skills, and their time, on more
complex site requirements. 

Targeted information
To provide the right information to the right users, at
the right time, for the right reason – this is the ideal
solution to the problem of information overload.

A sophisticated, rules-based engine could enable
the portal to aim content at different audiences.
Information on each section of the site would always
be fresh because the portal would determine the con-
tent for each page, based on what is available and the
established rules for publishing it.  

The portal could send wireless alerts and e-mail
notifications to users, based on their behaviour or 
on their requests for timely information. It could also
enable users to create their own pages, customizing
the layout and appearance of these pages. 

Integrated databases
Another commonly heard problem is the inability to
incorporate existing databases or information sources.
Without the integration of municipal back-end systems,
the ability to offer many additional services is limited.
Instead of a powerful and vital tool, the site can
become a glorified bulletin board.

The ideal portal solution would efficiently integrate
those existing databases and information sources,
enabling communities to make any number of their
current services available online. 

Accessibility, content and reliability 
To meet the prime requirement of an e-democracy –
equal access to information – the ideal portal must
accommodate a variety of technology platforms and
access channels (including public terminals) across
multiple platforms, wireless devices and varying
Internet speeds.

Meeting the demand for timely content requires
easy and economical access to a coordinated source
of online news and information, directory services,
trade directories, business organizations and more.

And ensuring a technically reliable, secure and up-to-
date portal can involve a considerable investment. 

But without these basic attributes, the community
portal will quickly lose credibility.

eCommunity Portal
Bell Canada's eCommunity Portal has been designed
to solve these and other problems.

eCommunity Portal is a new concept: an end-to-end,
network-centric solution, enabling the portal's hardware,
operating system, software and necessary bandwidth to
be hosted on the Bell network, thus reducing the com-
munity's financial investment. The portal can also be
customized to the individual community, providing
services that meet residents' needs. 

These solutions also enable organizations to connect
on demand and provide services to their customers,
suppliers and employees when and where they want
them. They are based on a scalable architecture that
can grow to meet increasing demands.

Because Bell Canada is working with both the
provincial and federal governments to provide online
solutions, eCommunity Portal will also facilitate the
flow of information between Ontarians and all levels
of government.

For the Province of Ontario, Bell and its partners
are providing secure, 24/7 access to many government
services through electronic service delivery. First to
come will be often-used services such as vehicle regis-
trations and renewals, and address changes. And for
the federal government, a Bell-led consortium is building
and managing Secure Channel to provide Canadian
citizens and businesses with electronic access to a
wide range of government services. Key components
of the solution include the IP network, security,
authentication, directory services, application integra-
tion services and portal interfaces.

As Michelle d'Auray, CIO for the Government of
Canada, explained in the May 2001 issue of Municipal
Interface, portals are the key component of the federal
strategy to foster and enable e-government.

The genuinely smart community will equip its con-
stituents to participate in e-government and e-democracy
at every level, through an accessible, cost-effective
and efficiently maintained community portal.

Neeraj Seth is associate director of business development
IS/IT, with Bell Canada, an associate member of MISA
Ontario. For more information, please contact Tom Willis,
business solutions manager, at tom.willis@bell.ca. ■
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By Lawrence Moule
Co-Editor, Municipal Interface

The Town of Oakville is known for its heritage
buildings, its golf courses including Glen Abbey,
its jazz festival and its tree-lined streets and parks

on the Lake Ontario shoreline. As municipal e-govern-
ment evolves, however, Oakville is gaining another
distinction. It has become one of Canada’s most innov-
ative and extensive users of geographic information
systems, for both strategic and functional purposes.

In the seven years since Oakville started using GIS
to organize information and save time for municipal
staff, the number of people who depend on that tech-
nology has multiplied many times.

“It’s a core part of our daily functions in the Town,”
says Steve Czajka, manager of GIS services in the
Information Technology Department. “We have
streamlined our business processes because of GIS.”

Residents and businesses, too, have changed the
way they interact with the Town. Last year the IT
Department introduced two advances in GIS technology
that have widened its use. Later this year, the department
will unveil a new advance, one that promises to make
the lands, buildings and infrastructure of Oakville even
more visible and accessible.

New GIS Services
Oakville is in the
second year of a
three-year GIS strategic plan. Developed for the IT
Department by Orion Technology of Richmond Hill,
Ont., it was approved by the Executive Committee of
Council in May 2001. The first element of the plan
was publicly demonstrated on June 20, 2001, at the
GTA West economic development conference.

About 100 people attending the event saw the
introduction of a Web-based GIS service called
Explore Oakville. It uses maps to tell people all kinds 
of things about the town. Anyone can log on to
www.town.oakville.on.ca, and click on the Explore
Oakville button to view, search, or print customized
maps. Along with those maps comes information 
pertaining to tourism, economic development, the
community, zoning and surveys.

The vividly coloured maps and simple point-and-click

tools are very popular, Czajka says. Explore Oakville
receives an average of 60,000 hits from 1,000 visitors
each week.

“It’s bringing information to the people, rather than
the people to the information,” he explains.

The primary focus of Explore Oakville is economic
development. At a click, the software plots a map for
an out-of-town viewer showing both the location of
Oakville in relation to any North American municipality
and the distance between them. Zooming in, a viewer
can find information about every piece of industrial
land and every business building, available to be sold
or developed. That includes photographs, orthophotos,
contact information for real estate agents, diagrams of
current and future installations of fibre-optic lines, and
visual and written information about the neighbourhood.

The data is supplied by the Oakville Economic
Development Alliance. The private-sector group works
in partnership with the IT Department to support the
Explore Oakville site, on the assumption that saving
time and providing convenient information is good
for everyone.

“We had an example recently when a consultant
working for the federal government called me,” Czajka
says. “He wanted to know where all our available
industrial lands were. I simply gave him our URL and

said, ‘It’s all there.’
“He called me
back and said:
‘This is great. 

This is everything I need for my report.’”
Explore Oakville is designed by Orion Technology

and runs on its Onpoint software, which in turns runs
on ArcIMS from ESRI Canada. In addition to economic
development information, it presents maps and pho-
tographs of Oakville’s residential and heritage properties
and provides a variety of governance-related services
such as access to City Hall and councilors, as well as
information about zoning and bylaws.

All of the information for Explore Oakville resides
on a Compaq server in the IT department, which in turn
is linked to other servers housing various databases.
Within the Town’s administration as a whole, however,
it is not so easy to get access to integrated information.
A new data warehouse will fix that.

The browser-based, data-warehousing product that

TOWN OF OAKVILLE TO INTRODUCE
MORE ADVANCES IN GIS TECHNOLOGY

www.town.oakville.on.ca
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was introduced last year will combine all GIS databases
into one central information system – a major advance
for Oakville’s municipal administration, considering all
the ways in which GIS is used.

In-house applications
The range of applications has been expanding since
1995. In that year the IT Department created its own
software to produce paper maps. Since then the
department has printed more than 100,000 maps. In
1996 the department designed software to automate
the public notification process and has produced
about 4,000 notification packages.

“In the past, it used to take two days to do a public
notification,” Czajka says. “Now it takes five minutes.
It’s a huge cost saving.”

The Town’s applications were built using ESRI
products, particularly ArcInfo and ArcView. Year by
year more applications have been added, including:
• A fire dispatch system, initially installed in 1996-97

as an in-house GIS product and since upgraded to
an integrated dispatch/information management
system called Intellimap, from CriSys Ltd. of Markham.
Since 1996 the two systems have guided firefighters
to about 50,000 calls;

• Design of election polls and production of maps and
election lists. In 1997, the first year that GIS was
applied to an election, the Town saved $141,000
compared with previous methods;

• An internal GIS system called the Oakville GIS
Centre for about 450 Town staff. It was rolled out
in 1997, and Teranet’s parcel mapping service was
added to it in 1998; and

• Several systems installed since 2000, including
tracking software for property developments, which
are linked to the Amanda property-management
system from CSDC; a dispatching system called
Teleride for the Town’s Care-A-Van buses designed
to assist disabled people; a pavement management
system; and a tree-management system.
On top of that, GIS has been used to generate infor-

mation for studies that underlie strategic decisions by
Council. A study now under way, for example, will
generate information to help Council amend the offi-
cial plan to permit land development at the Town’s
northern end.

Previous studies using GIS-generated data have
included: changes in property taxation, management
and inventory control of shoreline lands, parklands,
industrial land and parking lots.

Last year the Town began a study to see whether
the number of fire stations could be reduced without a
safety risk. GIS data is being used to study the potential
impact of various station locations. Strategic analysis
of this nature, Czajka believes, could not have been
done before the advent of GIS.

“It would be almost impossible to do the fire station
location study manually. There are so many variables –
distance to the station, time, speed. In the modeling
techniques that the consultants use, there are thousands
of calculations.”

Data warehouse
Despite all of the benefits that GIS has brought since
1995, there was always one big barrier to using the
technology effectively. This was the lack of integrated
data, and the data warehouse is now dealing with this.

Czajka explains: “One of the disadvantages in the
past was that, if you wanted to find out information
about fire incidents at a property, for example, first of
all you would have to have a licence for CriSys to get
access to the fire-dispatch system, and you would have
to know how to use that very specific software. Then
when you got in, you wouldn’t have any idea about
anything else that was occurring with that property.

“You would then have to log into Amanda, then log
out and go into the pavement management system,
and then so on, right down the line. This software
will bridge the gap for all of that.

“The data warehouse takes information from different
systems, such as property, the fire department system,
tax and assessment, and others, and combines it into
one central information system. So when I click on a

This is an example of a custom-designed, three-
dimensional GIS map that will be available in the
spring of 2002 from the Explore Oakville site.
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property through GIS, the data warehouse will enable
us to obtain all the information that is associated with
that property.”

The data warehouse software is called OnPoint
Enterprise from Orion Technology. It runs on ESRI’s
ArcIMS as well as ArcSDE, which takes the map layers
and puts them into a database. ArcSDE sits on top of
an Oracle database. Effectively, this means that all of
the GIS layers become Oracle tables.

Today, the data warehouse contains zoning infor-
mation, assessment records and some property-related
documents such as survey plans and legal deeds. Over
time, there is potential for all of the Town’s databases
to be linked to it.

“It will be one repository for the entire corporation,
and it will be accessible from a browser via the
intranet,” Czajka explains. “It’s a huge advance.
Markham and Kitchener have implemented similar 
systems, but I’m not aware of any other municipality
today that has a centralized system as extensive as the
one we are planning.”

This spring, Markham and Kitchener will be joining
Oakville in bringing out yet another new GIS-based
application. It is called 3D City Map, produced by
eCity Software Inc. of Vancouver and designed for
integration with the OnPoint system that powers
Explore Oakville.

When the product is installed, viewers of Explore
Oakville will be able to click on a building or piece of
land and call up what Czajka calls a “friendly” map. It
will give a detailed perspective of the image in three
dimensions. Users will be able to download or print
their own custom-designed maps in colour.

Czajka says the 3D maps will provide more easily
understood information to the public and will also make
it easier for municipal employees to grasp geographic
details at a glance. The same maps will be usable in
many ways throughout the enterprise.

This coming summer, Oakville’s maps – thousands
of them – will be available from kiosks similar to
automated teller machines, which the Town plans to
introduce under the brand name Instamap. ■
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By Mary Ellen Callaghan
Manager, Business Services
City of Nanaimo, BC

With its new CityMap, the City of Nanaimo
has successfully demonstrated what hap-
pens when you listen to your residents. When

survey results indicated that citizens would benefit from
Internet access to its mapping data, Nanaimo respond-
ed and came up with a unique MapGuide applica-
tion. The result? In less than a year from the pro-
ject’s start, Nanaimo residents have point-and-click
access to the City’s mapping and aerial photography.

The Internet mapping project began in November
2000 with a package selection process sponsored by
the Information Technology Office (ITO). Autodesk
MapGuide was the technology chosen to deliver the
Web-enabled mapping functionality.

Comprising the project team were ITO staff and
representatives of end-user departments who had special-
ized knowledge of spatial data delivery. To meet project
timelines and user expectations, external partnerships
were also struck with Kanotech Information Systems
Inc. of Regina and a local Nanaimo company called
Island Internet Inc., which both provided Internet
development expertise and helped roll out the project.

The intranet was up and running October 19,
2000, and CityMap went live on the Internet at
www.city.nanaimo.bc.ca on January 29, 2002.

While individual departmental needs for the project
differed, Nanaimo wanted to achieve three key goals
through the Internet mapping project:
• Increased data sharing among user departments;
• Reduction (if not elimination) of duplicate effort

required for data maintenance, creation and distri-
bution of spatial data; and
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NANAIMO ROLLS OUT CITYMAP

This is a screen capture from Nanaimo’s CityMap, with the Places Of Interest – Ferries layer turned on. The
Search, Report and MapGuide Navigation Toolbars can be positioned any place on the map screen. 



• Improved access to spatially related municipal
information (both internally for City staff and exter-
nally for the public).

Nanaimo’s Contribution
In addition to the project team, the City provided project
management and a full-time GIS analyst. The imple-
mentation phase of the project began in earnest with
the formation of the project team, the project charter
and the kickoff meeting in February 2001.

How was the project team able to rollout a project
of this magnitude in a year? Several key factors led 
to success:
• Clear internal support for the project from start to

finish, ensuring a project budget and staff resource
commitments so that individual departmental
needs could be met;

• Development priorities were clearly established
(and adhered to!), and contingency plans were in
place as required;

• Clear definition of the deliverables early in the project;
• The project team helped manage the expectations

of their end-user departments;
• Staged implementation timeframe ensured early

success and support for the project and showed
others outside the project team that the project was
proceeding as planned; and

• Launching the intranet to City staff first helped 
garner additional support and acceptance for the
eventual external release to the public. The internal
launch also helped determine development, per-
formance and policy guidelines pertaining to the
external deployment.

Kanotech Contribution
Given its extensive experience in consulting on AutoDesk
MapGuide solutions to municipal customers, Kanotech
Information Systems Ltd. was retained as an implemen-
tation partner in March 2001. Kanotech’s role as spatial
consultant encompassed a broad range of activities
over the project timeframe, including: 
• Implementation guidelines to minimize risk;
• Development expertise for technical project issues;
• Quality control throughout development and testing;
• Project team training;
• Data conversion and maintenance; and
• Project design documentation through scheduled

implementation site visits and extensive communi-
cation between Kanotech and the City.

Island Internet Contribution
In May 2001, the City chose Island Internet Inc. to
design and build the user interface for the MapGuide

intranet deployment. Having recently completed the
re-vamp of the City Web site in June 2001, Island
Internet had demonstrated technical expertise in the
development of Web applications and the ability to
provide innovative solutions to challenging requirements. 

After several planning meetings, the team decided
that the user interface would function as a Web-
deployed desktop application instead of the usual Web
frames. The Web interface would use ActiveX compo-
nents created by City ITO staff and be integrated by
Island Internet using JavaScript and ColdFusion. 

It was also determined that ColdFusion would be
used as the language to interface the MapGuide server
with the MSSQL backend database, containing a limited
sub-set of spatial and attribute data from City produc-
tion systems.

After the initial design prototypes were approved by
the City, Island Internet began to create the HTML/DHTML
and graphical elements that would bring the design to
the Web, incorporating the ActiveX menus and the
Kanotech Query Builder Component, also written in
Cold Fusion. This combination of technologies resulted
in a unique MapGuide implementation for the City 
of Nanaimo.

Following extensive testing of the intranet applica-
tion in July and August and a training program for 
City staff in September, the intranet was launched on
October 19, 2001. Response from City staff was over-
whelmingly positive on the help text, ease of use and
broad functional use of the application. The intranet
deployment provided zoning, utility layers, parks and
trails, garbage calendars and basic information that
assisted staff with day-to-day operations.  

Then the project team began work on the Internet
deployment, and just three months later the public had
its point-and click access to City mapping data.

Input from the community at large ensured that the
external rollout would be a success.

For more information, contact Mary Ellen Callaghan 
at 1-250-755-4486 or GIS analyst Chris Chierchio at 
1-250-755-4460, local 250. 
Kanotech Information Systems is based in Edmonton
and provides Web-based mapping consultation and
project management throughout North America
(www.kanotech.com, 1-800-661-9338).
Island Internet Inc. of Nanaimo provides Web 
development services across Canada including the
design and deployment of Web-based applications
(www.island.net, 1-800-811-4488). ■
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By Susan Chase and Norah Prior
Prior + Prior Associates Ltd.

The impact of information technology on munici-
pal organizations and their operations continues
to grow. IT now is seen not only as an integral

component of operational systems, but as a vital con-
tributor to strategic planning and executive decision-
making. 

In most organizations, this change in perspective has
occurred quite rapidly and municipal IT departments
have had to respond to the new demands, and higher
profile, for information systems. As a result, municipal
IT directors and managers are expected to contribute

to the organization’s strategic plans, while IT staff are
frequently involved in assisting departments and busi-
ness units with their operational business plans.

Projects are one area in which this has a major
effect. Changes in technology and end-user expecta-
tions need to be reflected in the approach and structure
adopted for IT-related initiatives.

Most municipalities have followed the same path in
implementing and expanding the use of information
systems within their organizations. In typical early 
projects, IT staff selected the majority of hardware and
software solutions, and implemented them. The impact
was immense, as processes and procedures were expect-
ed to change to meet the way the systems functioned. 

While departments gained some efficiencies in their
businesses, the changes were frequently disruptive and
inconvenient for users. In fact, quite often managers could
only get access to data from a system by requesting 
a printout, with little or no control over the actual
output itself.

The next wave of projects took a different approach.
The advent of desktop computing and client-server
technology ostensibly empowered users. The reality,
though, was that these highly complex systems typically

needed extensive IT support.
Nevertheless, the opportunity
to provide more access to
data and functionality led 
to more direct involvement
of business users during the
planning and implementa-
tion of projects. 
The involvement of users in
planning permitted the sys-
tems to be better matched to
business processes. With a
committed project team,
solutions could be built
that delivered real benefits
to the organization. While
the IT staff might drive the
project technically, users
had a stake in the success
of the project.

As technology continues
to be integrated into the
municipal business environ-
ment and as new business-
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EXPECTATIONS
HAVE CHANGED
FOR PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
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driven needs arise, the IT role in projects has
changed again. 

E-government focuses on building environments
that enable information and services to be provided to
both internal and external clients. Business knowledge
is paramount, and the role of the IT department is to
provide the tools and technical expertise, rather than
build the solution.

In this new paradigm, IT becomes the custodian 
of a common technology framework that enables the
sharing of information and processes both within the
organization and, increasingly, to a community of
external users. Projects to support initiatives of this type
require co-operation that spans departmental bound-
aries. This horizontal integration contrasts with the
more traditional silos of a function-based organization. 

Setting up a structure to deal with this new type of
project requires a business context in which IT staff is
only one of the teams working within a broader project
scope. A modern project management structure is
illustrated on page 21.

In this structure the IT team contributes its particular
skills and provides the expertise and focus for:

• Technology trends and emerging technologies;
• Maintenance of the hardware infrastructure 

(currency and reliability);
• Security and risk assessment;
• Customer service technologies;
• Policies and procedures (such as access rights 

and upgrading policies); and
• Systems availability and support.

The major trend is for projects to emerge as co-oper-
ative initiatives involving skills and knowledge drawn
from across the organization. With the high expecta-
tions associated with electronic service delivery, IT
departments need to ensure that executive management
understands that projects are not just technology initia-
tives, but require a broader corporate commitment to
be successful.

Prior + Prior Associates Ltd. is a Toronto-based 
management consulting firm and an associate member
of MISA Ontario. Norah Prior can be reached at 
nprior@home.com. Susan Chase can be reached at
susan.chase @sympatico.ca. ■



INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT
APPLICATION IS A BOON TO PEEL
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By Patrick McDade and Susan Gearing-Edge
Region of Peel, Ont.

It’s not really surprising that Peel Region’s IPFS
(Integrated Planning and Financial Systems) applica-
tion received the Showcase Ontario Award of

Excellence in the Organizational Transformation 
category in 2001.

Just listen to what staff have to say about its many
benefits:

“The IPFS Budget Management Module has allowed
our section easier access to capital budget information.
The Project Management Module has provided a one-
stop shopping location for all information related to
ongoing capital projects. The direct link to PeopleSoft
Financials is a terrific benefit. Another benefit yet to be
realized will be the consolidation of tender information.
The structured tender and contract data will allow for
detailed item and tender analysis in the future.”

— Cam Johnston, CET, project manager, Design and
Construction, Region of Peel.

“The IPFS application has benefited from the 
combined knowledge and experience of staff from
three traditionally separate departments: Public Works,
Planning and Finance, which came together to develop
this integrated management tool. The organization has
also benefited significantly from this teamwork, and
the concept of moving information through the full life
cycle of the underlying assets from conceptual, devel-
opment, maintenance and ultimate refurbishment 
and replacement is leading edge in its innovation 
and leadership.”

— Dan Labrecque, director, Corporate Finance,
Region of Peel.

“IPFS provides the Region of Peel with an opportunity
to evaluate workflow and gain efficiencies; to budget
effectively; to track a capital project from conception
through development to final assumption as an asset;
and to improve communications within a business
unit, as well as between business units.”

— Jo-Anne Lockhart, manager, Public Works
Business Unit, Region of Peel.

As these comments illustrate, what is unique about
IPFS is the integration of multiple functions within
processes that permit multiple levels of analysis within
a group of applications.  

The Integrated Planning and Financial Systems
application is custom developed for planning, budgeting
and managing growth and development in Peel Region.
It has been successfully integrated with other corporate
software systems, including the PeopleSoft financials,
Hansen infrastructure management systems and geo-
graphic information systems.

The genesis of IPFS in December 1997 was the
Development Charges By-law update. The process for
calculating the development charge for an eligible
capital program requires the synthesis and analysis of
information from several departments, including ser-
vice standards calculations by program, demographic
data, and infrastructure servicing models and financial
models.

Depending on the type of program and the assets
being proposed, the dollar value of the development
charge program is in excess of $1 billion over 10 and
20 years. The 1997 Development Charges Act provided
the framework for the level of detail required for a
municipality to charge new development for the infra-
structure costs related to that development.

There was increasing concern about a potential 
significant increase in the charge to new development,
as a result of the updated by-law and a consequent
challenge to the Ontario Municipal Board. The pro-
posed program would require a level of detail in the
capital-planning process and scenario modelling that
was not available in the current bundle of capital-
planning applications. 

The Development Charge staff working committee,
consisting of senior line managers, began by looking at
how other municipalities dealt with capital data and
process management. Following this evaluation, which
included a high-level review of off-the-shelf applications,
it was recommended that the Region develop a solution
to the tracking of information.

To ensure buy-in from line staff and senior manage-
ment, the development process was segmented into
three phases to demonstrate that the new application and
workflow changes would significantly improve existing
systems and processes. At each phase, the pros and cons
of moving to the next phase were also considered. 
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A steering committee composed of one director
from the primary IPFS-related departments (Planning,
Public Works and Finance) approved work plans for
each phase and recommended the outcomes to a com-
mittee of commissioners from the three departments.
The working committee was given the task of complet-
ing the work for each phase and ensuring proper 
consultation and communication with groups in their
departments.

Each phase consisted of the following steps:

Phase 1 – High-Level Gap Analysis and Visioning of
Corporate Integrated Application
This phase comprised a series of
workshops involving more than
100 staff members from each of
the departments in combined and
department-only sessions. The
workshops resulted in a high-
level review of Peel’s capital-
planning and related processes,
and identified issues and risks to
the corporation. Staff was then
asked to envision what the sys-
tem should address and how it
could improve on the current
capital-planning processes.

The working committee docu-
mented the results of each session
and prepared a phase one report,
which recommended mapping the capital-planning
workflow related to the three departments and identi-
fied processes that were candidates for further automa-
tion within existing systems or in new systems. The
report was accepted and approved by the steering com-
mittee and the committee of commissioners.

Phase 2 – Process Mapping of Capital Process and
Identification of Automation Domain
Over a period of five months, the working committee
documented more than 70 capital-planning and related
processes. All managers, supervisors and key line staff
participated in the workshop. The level of documenta-
tion was compliant with ISO guidelines including service,
process, activity and task identification, task owner,
task guidelines and reaction plans, input and output
documents, procedural references, tools used, duration
of task and frequency. Staff proposed more than 100
major and minor process improvements that were 
documented by the working committee. 

Following the compilation and analysis of the
processes, the working committee prepared a phase
two report. The report included recommendations on

the automation domain based on frequency of the
process, risk to the corporation of the information
being tracked, and value of the information to the cap-
ital-planning decision process. The report contained an
evaluation of the costs and benefits of upgrading existing
applications or implementing off-the-shelf applications
versus building new capital-planning applications. 

The steering committee accepted the recommenda-
tion to develop a suite of new applications based on
the automation domain identified in the report. The
final report was presented to Regional Council, which
approved the project.

Phase 3 – System Documentation and Implementation
A project team led by a project manager from the Region’s
Information Technology Services division was formed
to develop system documentation and the implementa-
tion plan of the phase one suite of applications.

To date, all of the stage one applications have been
implemented. System documentation for the stage two
applications is projected to begin in the first quarter of
2003, and implementation is scheduled for the fourth
quarter of 2003 to the first quarter of 2004.

The stage one application includes:

• Capital Budget Module – used by all Region depart-
ments to track capital-planning project detail
information (including location of proposed
works, material type and aggregated unit costs).
This information is used to produce the Region’s
annual 10-year capital plan for approval by Region
Council. This is in addition to the capital plan input
into the development charges process. Financial
and capital project information (such as project
identification number, description, expenditure and
funding information) from IPFS approved by Council
is transferred into the PeopleSoft Financials systems
and the IPFS project management module to track
the project construction process.

• Project Management Module – used by Public
Works and Finance staff (the system is being
released in stages to the rest of the corporation) to
track the construction-related activities of Council-
approved capital works projects and studies. 

• Development Tracking Module – used primarily by
Planning, Public Works and Finance staff (again,
the system is being released in stages to the rest of
the corporation) to track the status and associated
capital works and fees of related development
applications, such as subdivision plans, rezonings
and site plans.

More
than 100 

better
processes

were 
proposed

for the
system
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• Inspections Module – sub-module used by Public
Works and Planning staff in both the Development
Tracking Module and Project Management module
to track capital works inspection-related activities
such as water pressure tests.

• Building Permit Tracking Module – sub-module 
of the Development Tracking module used by
Planning staff to track building-permit-related 
information.

• Development Charges Collection Module – sub-
module of Development Tracking module used by
Finance staff to track development charge collections.

IPFS is used primarily as a decision support tool for
the capital-planning and related processes at the Region.
Some of the benefits in the information of the IPFS phase-
one applications information include the ability to:
• Generate multiple scenarios of the long-term 

capital plan;
• Generate the annual capital plan for approval 

by Regional Council;
• Generate capital-reserve models. These models

will provide senior management and Council with
a sense of the affordability of a particular capital
program or variations of that program, or the level
of contributions to capital reserves needed to ensure
the long-term fiscal viability of the reserves;

• Perform variance or performance analysis of current
and prior-year budgets, which assist senior managers
in identifying improvement in the capital planning
process;

• Generate the capital expenditure input in the
Region’s development charge calculation model;

• Track the status of development applications;
• Track the project status of approved capital-projects,

including all related documentation and creation
of documents; and

• Show Regional capital commitments in tabular for-
mat and spatially through the Region’s geographic
information system.

The IPFS applications track information and processes
(including achieved milestones within processes) from a
variety of internal and external organizations. This assists
in the internal management of the capital planning and
related processes. Examples of external sources of
information and processes include tracking the status
of development applications, creation and tracking of
utility location documentation during the planning 
of capital works construction, and fees collected from
developers to process applications.

IPFS is a combination of several internally developed
applications. The applications have been developed 
in two stages. Stage one includes the applications that

support the tracking of information and processes related
to capital planning and capital project management, 
as well as related processes such as development
application tracking. 

Stage two applications currently in development are
related to growth management, including demographic
forecasting, and links to capital models used to support
long-range capital works service master plans.

The IPFS applications provide a significant step forward
in improving the short and long-term capital planning
decision support to the Regional senior management
and Council. In two years of operation, it has provided a
substantial return well in excess of development costs. 

Before we had the IPFS applications, capital works
information had to be assembled from a variety of
departmental systems often based on related input
information that was in conflict between departments
(duplication of information of varying quality and
timeliness). Preparing quality capital-planning scenarios
was difficult for staff to complete in a timely manner. 

The current IPFS applications have been developed
based on ownership of capital-planning process elements
and data. Staff reviewed all capital-related processes to
help ensure the quality and timeliness of data being
captured within the IPFS applications, as well as the
elimination of duplication whether in data capture or
analysis. This has greatly streamlined the development
of the capital plan.

The management of the development charges capital
program is now based on capital-planning information
in IPFS applications that have ensured the integrity of
the charges calculated two years ago. Reserve models
developed from the data in IPFS are now used by
senior managers to gauge the affordability of proposed
capital programs. The data captured in IPFS and resulting
analysis has provided quantifiable evidence to area
municipal staff, area and Regional councils, and devel-
opers of the quality capital-planning stewardship of
Region staff.

Example – status of development applications
Before IPFS was implemented, the status of develop-
ment-application-related data was tracked in separate
applications in the three departments previously men-
tioned – Planning, Public Works and Finance. 

Because the data was not synchronized in each
system, the information in the Planning systems for the
same development application could be different (for
example, milestone achieved such as draft plan approved)
than the information in the Public Works system. This
resulted in decisions being made on short- and long-term
growth-related infrastructure that were based on inac-
curate or stale-dated information.
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Through the IPFS application development process,
participants recommended to senior management that
Planning be responsible for inputting and ensuring the
quality and timeliness of development-application-
related data. This data would be shared with all other
departments in the corporation though the Development
Tracking module. Therefore, decisions on capital infra-
structure required by development represented through
their applications would be based on the one data set,
while the development application process owner –
Planning – would ensure the quality and timeliness 
of the data.

This reduced the cycle time in responding to devel-
opment applications and improved on the quality of
analysis on the infrastructure requirements, resulting in
more effective and efficient decisions.

The concept of integrating several processes within
a series of applications relating to multiple processes 
is not unique. Often, however, these applications tend
to focus around the tracking of a specific function. For
example, the PeopleSoft modules focus on related
financial data of purchasing, accounts payable and the
general ledger.

IPFS can be used to track the variance of growth
plans, such as the actual timing and quantity of devel-
opment by area versus what was anticipated through
the planning process, as well as the infrastructure timing
and quantity required versus what was planned. This
information is then used to improve on the capital-
planning processes and policies. 

IPFS is unique because it permits the integration of
multiple functions within processes, which in turn per-
mits multiple levels of analysis within a group of appli-
cations. For example, the capital budgeting module
tracks both the engineering/technical asset data (mate-
rial type, aggregated unit costs directly linked to com-
pleted contract work in Project Management), docu-
ment workflow and the financial related capital-plan-
ning data – all customized to the Region of Peel poli-
cies and processes. Enabling technologies such as the
corporate GIS have been integrated into the workflow to
improve the decision tools available, as opposed to the
typical information available within a financially ori-
ented ERP system.

Patrick McDade is manager, Business Solutions – Direct
Services at the Region of Peel. He can be reached at
mcdadep@region.peel.on.ca. Susan Gearing-Edge,
public affairs co-ordinator in the IT Division, can be
reached at gearing-edges@region.peel.on.ca. ■
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www.rsasecurity.com

Want your Web apps to add more to the bottom line?
Make it easy for users to keep coming back.
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right Web applications with a secure, single sign-on. So your customers can place new

orders and check on shipments much more easily. Your employees can work across

multiple apps without multiple passwords. And your IT staff can reduce the number of 

"What’s my password?" calls to the help desk. All of which should provide some 
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For more about the award-winning RSA ClearTrust solution and to get your FREE Web

Access Guide, call 1-800-495-1095 or visit www.rsasecurity.com/go/cleartrust.

A U T H E N T I C A T I O N
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The role of GIS technologies 
in the response and recovery
effort at the World Trade Center

in New York after the attack of
September 11 will be a highlight 
of an international GIS conference
coming to Toronto on April 8-11.

“GEOTec Event, the Global
Conference and Exhibition on
Geospatial Technology, Tools and
Solutions” will take place at the
Metro Convention Centre. 

Among the 20 workshops, 80
technical sessions and more than 150

papers that comprise the program
will be two back-to-back presenta-
tions on the GIS technologies that
were used during the World Trade
Center recovery, says show manager
Matt Ball. 

A program stream will be devoted
to the management of spatial data
by municipalities and utilities.

The conference is sponsored by
GEOTec Media of Boulder, Colorado,
publisher of GEOWorld magazine
and developer of the Web portal
www.GEOPlace.com.
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The Capital Regional District
(CRD) of Vancouver Island has
selected ESRI's ArcGIS software as
their enterprise geographic informa-
tion system (GIS). 

"The CRD will have a common,
well-integrated enterprise solution
with a central spatial data server
that will meet present and future
departmental needs,” Craig Mount,
senior GIS administrator, said in a
news release.

The CRD serves three electoral
areas and 13 municipal governments
including the City of Victoria. It
administers more than 70 services
including a recycling program, parks,
recreation centres, water and sewage
facilities, affordable housing and the
911 emergency service.  

The CRD needed a system to
support a multi-user and multi-
organization environment. 

"Using ArcGIS, the CRD will 
be able to deliver a variety of geo-
graphically enabled applications to

end-users with a wide range of
knowledge and skill sets, from engi-
neers and planners through to the
general public," Mount said.

MUNICIPAL NEWS ROUNDUP

People &
Appointments
Debbie Barrett, Director of IT for
the City of Mississauga, a former
MISA president and the first munici-
pal representative on the Public
Sector CIO Council, has accepted a
position as Senior Consultant with
Chartwell Inc., an associate member
of MISA Ontario. Debbie will assist
both public- and private-sector
clients with planning and imple-
mentation of electronic service
delivery and strategic technology
initiatives. Debbie assures MISA that
her passion for helping public-sector
organizations work together contin-
ues. Contact Debbie at
dbarrett@chartwell-group.com or
416-362-3328.

James Ridge is the new executive
director of information technology
in the City of Toronto. He joined the
City in 1998 as executive director of
municipal licensing and standards.
He has also been acting commis-
sioner of urban development ser-
vices and executive lead for
telecommunications. James was pre-
viously director of the Ontario
Crime Control Commission and
manager of policing standards. 

Ray Briggs has been appointed the
corporate information officer for the
Regional Municipality of Durham,
Ontario. Ray has a number of years’
experience in the health care and
municipal field, most recently with
Lakeridge Health Corporation.

INTERNATIONAL GIS EVENT
COMING TO TORONTO

TORONTO WEB SITE 
WINS DESIGN AWARD
The City of Toronto has received a
national design award for the
redesign of the City's Web site. 

The award was presented to the
City by Applied Arts magazine in
the New Media/Web
Site/Educational category. The Web
site, www.city.toronto.on.ca, is fea-
tured in the January 2002 issue of
the design journal. 

The Corporate Communications
and Information &Technology divi-
sions of Toronto share credit for the
award with the project consultant,
the Centre for IBM e-business
Innovation.

VICTORIA, NEIGHBOURS CHOOSE GIS



Security representatives from the federal govern-
ment and most provinces met in Toronto in
February, as part of their program to share infor-

mation on security practices and concerns and prepare
recommendations for the Public Sector CIO Council
on security issues. It is impressive to observe the level
of co-operation among the jurisdictions represented.

One item under discussion was the recently discov-
ered SNMPv1 (Simple Network Management Protocol,
Version 1) vulnerability, which is causing serious and
justifiable concern. 

First some background on this issue: PROTOS, a
research project under way at Finland’s Oulu University
Secure Programming Group (OUSPG), has created a
test suite for SNMPv1 and identified multiple vulnera-
bilities in many products. These vulnerabilities include
loss of network management, device and system crashes,
and possible execution of arbitrary code, which could

result in denial of service attacks or even complete
system compromise. (Although the vulnerability is
specifically in SNMPv1, devices running later versions
of SNMP are equally at risk, due to backward compati-
bility with SNMPv1.)

It is highly probable that the PROTOS test suite has
already been downloaded by hackers and will be used
in some form as an SNMP attack tool. Although it is
estimated that it would take two to four weeks for such
attacks to begin appearing, there have been no clearly
related incidents at the time of this writing (end of
February).

The security community is taking this SNMP vul-
nerability very seriously, given the number of devices
that could be affected. Of most concern are network
switches, hubs and routers, but the vulnerability can
also affect other devices, including printers, scanners
and even telephone equipment. In the words of one
security expert, “If a worm exploiting this vulnerability
ever got inside our network, it could be an awful mess.”

The first line of defence is to block SNMP at the
perimeter. This should be relatively easy to do and
have minimal impact because SNMP is primarily for
internal network management.

Once the perimeter is secured, the next step is to
acquire and install patches for all other SNMP devices.
Better still, it is recommended that SNMP be disabled
on devices that do not absolutely require it. (It seems
ironic that a protocol developed to permit better man-
agement of technology should now be disabled because
it creates security vulnerability.)

Complete information on the SNMP vulnerability
and risk mitigation measures is available on a number
of sites, including OCIPEP (www.ocipep.gc.ca). Since
there is likely to be a steady flow of new information
on specific products, readers are advised to check
these sources.
wisemanr@region.peel.on.ca ■
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SECURITY ISSUES

A NEW SENSE OF URGENCY
By Roy Wiseman
Director, Information Technology Services
Regional Municipality of Peel

MARCH 2002
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